
NGUYEN TRAI-BD HIGH SCHOOL        ENGLISH TEST-10th FORM –TERM II
Full name:.....................................                  Time: 45 minutes    - Theme 3 - Date…………
Group      : 10A...                                            Teacher’s mark……………Remark:................

Write the answer in the numbered blanks bellow. 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14.

15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28.

A. PHONETICS: (1.25ps.)
I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the others.
1. A. match B. toothache C. chorus D. character
2. A. photographed B. organized  C. happened D. filled
3. A. films B. footballs C. events D. violins
II. Choose the word whose main stress is placed differently from that of the others.
4. A. spectator B. contaminate C. orphanage D. eliminate
5. A. environmental B. endanger C. embarrass D. investigate

B. GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY: Choose the best answer. (3.75ps.)
6. ................. refers to the existence of different plants and animals in a place. 

A. Resource B. Existence     C. Biodiversity            D. Marine     
7. They are discussing the way to .................. nuclear waste. 

A. put out   B. get rid of      C.  take up           D. go off    
8. Find the word CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word.

The World Cup is considered the most popular sporting event in the world. 
A. witnessed    B. competed       C.  organized           D. regarded  

9. Campers must always remember to put ......... their campfires and cover the place .......... earth.   
A. out/ by    B. in/ by           C.  in/ with              D. out/ with      

10. …………. you keep quiet, you won’t wake the baby up.   
A.  When B. Should C. If                   D. Unless

11. If he .................. asleep while driving, he ............. his car this morning. 
A. doesn’t fall / will not crash B. didn’t fall/ wouldn’t crash  
C. hadn’t fell/ would not crash  D. hadn’t fell/ wouldn’t have crashed 

12. Why do you always look so ..........? Is your life really so ..............? 
A. bored/ boring   B. boring/ bored  C. bored/ bored            D. boring/ boring 

13. They were made ...................... all the cleaning before leaving the office. 
A. do B. doing   C. to do                D. done

14. He reminded me to post the parcel  ........................ on their birthday. 
   A. in order to the children not receive it B. for the children receive it

C. so that the children could receive it D. in order that the children receive it 
15.  Not until his father came home ........................ . 

A. that the boy did his homework  B. did the boy do his home work  
C. that the boy didn’t do his homework D. the boy did his homework

16.  The teacher is standing. She ................... a speech. . 
A. is going to make B. makes C. will make D. made

17. .........men are often paid more than ............... women for ................. same job. 
A. 0/ 0/ the   B. the / the/ the   C. Ø / the/ the D. a /a/ the 

18.   Although this was an exciting football match, the spectators were bitterly disappointed ............. the result of 
the game.
A. on B. about C. to D. at 

19.  Nam will write an…………….. for the friendly match between his team and Saigon ACB 
club.
A. announce B. announcer C. announced D. announcement 

20. – “Do you mind if I open the window?” -  “.......................”
A. No, I don’t.  B. No, I hope not. C. Yes, I do.  D. Yes, it’s my pleasure. 

C. READING: (2ps.)
I. Choose the best option to complete the passage



A rain forest is a place where there is lots of rain. One kind of rain forest is called a temperate rain forest. 
You can find temperate rain forests where the (21)………… is cool and mild, and very wet. There is a temperate 
rain forest growing near the Northwest coast of the United States. Just few kinds of evergreen trees (22).............. 
there.
     Most of the world’s rain forests are tropical rain forests with many kinds of trees. Tropical rain forests grow 
in warm places near Earth’s equator. The equator is an imaginary line that goes (23)……… the middle of the 
planet. There are tropical rain (24)…………… in Central and South America, Africa, and Asia. The world’s 
largest rain forest is the Amazon rain forest in South America. It is always hot and wet in a tropical rain forest

21. A. condition B. weather C. temperate D. region 
22. A. plant                       B. die C. grow D. cut down
23. A. through                        B. across C. around D. to
24. A. seasons                       B. equators       C. places D. forests

II. Read the text carefully and then mark True (T) or False (F)
Disney World was constructed a decade ago on 27,400 acres of partially swamp land in central Florida.

Eight thousands of these acres constitute a wildlife sanctuary not accessible to the 130 million people from around
the world who have been to Disney World since its opening.

The park opens at 9a.m and shuts down at various hours, depending upon the time of year - six, nine or
midnight. On a busy day as many as 90,000 visitors may be in the park, but there are so many activities available
that  there  is  plenty  of  room  for  everybody.  The  Magic  Kingdom is  the  main  section,  but  there  are  hotels,
restaurants, a lagoon, and a huge lake with four and a half miles of beaches where visitors swim or paddle around
in rented boats. A reasonable estimate of the cost per person daily is about $60, excluding transportation costs to
Orlando.
25. Disney World was opened ten years ago.  T
26. The park closes at different hours, up to the time of year. T
27. You can infer that there are 90,000 visitors in Disney World normally when the weather is pleasant.  F
28.  The word "room" in line 6 is close in meaning with space.  T

D. WRITING: (3ps.)
I. Give the correct form of the words in blankets. 
29. There was a very .............. noise in the old house; it sounded like a child crying. (mystery) – mysterious  
30. I always take fuel consumption into ................. when buying a car. (consider) – consideration   
II. Find and correct the mistakes in these sentences:
31.  The children were so amusing at the cartoon that they couldn’t help laughing. 
                         A (amused) B      C               D        
32.  It was not until last Sunday when I realized I had been wrong. 

                            A                       B(that)  C D
33. If you had the chance to meet famous writers, what did   you ask them?

       A                         B            C        D (would)
34. It is estimated that much of a teenager’s time is spending chatting on the Internet. 

A B C (is spent) D    
35. I wouldn’t have read your diary if you didn’t hide it in such an obvious place. 

A                        B                              C   (hadn’t hidden)   D
III. Rewrite the sentences as directed.
36. Tom didn’t catch the first train, so he couldn’t arrive at his office on time.  (If)   
     If Tom had caught the first train, he could have arrived at his office on time.                                     
37. My brother didn’t have enough money. He wanted to buy a new bicycle.   (using: to V) 

 My brother didn’t have enough money to buy a new bicycle
38. Where will your company send you next year?  (passive voice)
       Where will you be sent by your company next year?
39. Without Jack’s help, I wouldn’t have been able to move the table.  (If)
       If Jack hadn’t helped me,/ If it hadn’t been for Jack’s help,  …………….
40. We intend to visit the museum, but we don’t have time.
        We are going to visit the museum, but we don’t have time. 



The end


